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Our Agenda
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1. When is the right time to migrate?

2. Practical steps in migrating

a. Buy-in from stakeholders

b. Align the vision of the migration with 

your team

c. Develop a robust migration roadmap

d. Stick the landing: Project management 

and execution

3. Beyond the migration



But first, 
introductions



Lead Email Manager, Scribd

Andrew Harner

● Lazy bike rides

● All levels slow-flow yoga

● Cooking with veggies

● Playing with Wesley
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8 pounds, 2 ounces

Wesley
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REPLACE ME
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REPLACE ME
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Deciding to 
migrate
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Clear need

Why migrate?

OUR OBJECTIVE WHAT WE NEEDED

Reduce the time it takes to create new 
email campaigns and tests

A streamlined, intuitive interface

Increase the metrics and attributes that 
can be used to trigger sends

JSON data structure, Elasticsearch-based 
auto-complete of queries

Improved engagement reporting Heatmaps, well-organized reports, 
internal dashboards, and webhooks for 
exports

User-level investigation Email send and engagement history, as 
well as user profile and event data for 
every individual user
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Clear need

Why migrate?

OUR OBJECTIVE WHAT WE NEEDED

Increase value of relationship with vendor An account management relationship 
that focuses on success over sales

Reduce engineering time spent 
troubleshooting

Transparent error management and 
clearly documented API codes

Reduce marketing time spent 
troubleshooting

A support team that’s available 
in-platform via chat

Better deliverability An accessible deliverability director and 
bundled deliverability platform 



Can you generate executive buy-in?
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● Is there immediate need and value to be gained?

● Is there clarity on future business requirements?

● Do you have the right people on your team?
○ Marketing and/or product
○ Engineering
○ Project management

Finding the right time (2 years for us! Hopefully less for you)



Platform 
evaluation



Timeline for migration
How we did it
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Platform Evaluation (6 months) Trial Implementation (2 weeks)

Proof-of-Concept Implementation (2 months)

● Define business requirements
● Narrow the field
● Be thorough
● Selecting the right partner

● Project brief and technical doc to define scope
● Kickoff, daily, and retro meetings
● Grading sheet

DAY 180DAY 0 DAY 255 & BEYOND

● Laying the groundwork
● Technical framework
● IP warmup
● Project management

● Migrate the rest of the emails 
and data flows

● Prioritize for efficiency
● Defer documentation, 

optimization and cleanup

Actually Migrating (2 months)

DAY 195



So you’ve decided to migrate
But which platform?
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Platform Evaluation (6 months) Trial Implementation (2 weeks)

Proof-of-Concept Implementation (2 months)

● Define business requirements
● Narrow the field
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● Project brief and technical doc to define scope
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● Technical framework
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and data flows
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Building the team
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How we did it

EXECUTIVE SPONSORS IMPLEMENTATION TEAM IMPLEMENTATION TEAM 
(BORROWED)

VP, Marketing Lead Email Manager Senior Engineer

Chief Technical Officer Email Marketing Specialist Technical Project Manager

Chief Operating Officer Email Engineer Technical Product 
Manager

Engineering Manager 2 QA Engineers



Trial 
Implementation



Phased decision-making
Evaluating for parity
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Platform Evaluation (6 months) Trial Implementation (2 weeks)
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Phased decision-making
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● To evaluate if Iterable met our bare minimum 
requirements, we looked for affirmative answers to 
these high-level questions:

○ Are the data structures and APIs usable by 
marketing and software devs?

○ Are we able to send our existing transactional 
and marketing emails?

○ Is campaign reporting adequate?

Evaluating for parity (2 weeks)



Framework for evaluation
How we did it
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Winner:
Iterable

✔ Triggers emails from changes in nested in user data

✔ Reduces backend engineering

✔ Supports additional channels, like mobile push

✔ Easily re-creates existing marketing user segments

✔ Ingests real-time platform data

✔ Offers send-time personalization

✔ WYSIWYG and templates

✔ Flexible data structure

✔ Integrations with deliverability and analytics platforms

✔ Strong customer support process and reputation



Proof-of-concept 
Implementation



Proof-of-Concept Implementation
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Platform Evaluation (6 months) Trial Implementation (2 weeks)

Proof-of-Concept Implementation (2 months)

● Define business requirements
● Narrow the field
● Be thorough
● Selecting the right partner

● Project brief and technical doc to define scope
● Kickoff, daily, and retro meetings
● Grading sheet

DAY 180DAY 0 DAY 255 & BEYOND

● Laying the groundwork
● Technical framework
● IP warmup
● Project management

● Migrate the rest of the emails 
and data flows

● Prioritize for efficiency
● Defer documentation, 

optimization and cleanup

Actually Migrating (2 months)

DAY 195



Laying the groundwork
Proof-of-concept implementation (2 months)
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● Principles of migration

● Technical framework

● Project plan with focus on
○ Data
○ Deliverability management
○ Variety of emails that cover all use cases

● Project management

Laying the groundwork
Proof-of-concept implementation (2 months)
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● Plan and scope in advance

● Migrate “as is” except when optimization provides simplification

● Implement features and data as needed (rather than for theoretical use cases)

● Document, document, document. Communicate, communicate, communicate.

Principles of implementation
How we did it
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● Whiteboard and discuss. And discuss. And 
discuss. And whiteboard again.

● Platform-agnostic code

● Plan ahead for “plug and play” add-ons

● Data SLA and data auditing

Technical framework
How we did it
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Project plan
Working closely with Iterable
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IP Warmup
Predictable volumes
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IP Warmup
Range of email use cases



Shared Slack channel and weekly syncs with Iterable

Project management
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Multiple Jira epics with hundreds of linked tickets

Project management
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The team knocked it out of the park! And I took a three-week vacation.

How did it go?
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Thorough retrospective with internal stakeholders

How did it go?
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Iterable offers massive improvements including 
the Json data format, Elasticsearch queries, an 

intuitive, streamlined user interface, and a 
transparent company culture. 

The notifications team is excited to complete 
this migration.



Actually 
migrating



Proof-of-Concept Implementation (2 months)

● Laying the groundwork
● Technical framework
● IP warmup
● Project management

We still have to migrate???
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Platform Evaluation (6 months) Trial Implementation (2 weeks)

● Define business requirements
● Narrow the field
● Be thorough
● Selecting the right partner

● Project brief and technical doc to define scope
● Kickoff, daily, and retro meetings
● Grading sheet

DAY 180DAY 0 DAY 255 & BEYONDDAY 195

● Migrate the rest of the 
emails and data flows

● Prioritize for efficiency
● Defer documentation, 

optimization and cleanup

Actually Migrating (2 months)



Process-first

We still have to migrate???
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● Developed a clear process for migrating 
the remaining ~60 emails

● Broke out the work into discrete 
engineering and marketing tasks in our 
task-management tool, JIRA

● Worked in parallel to implement new 
user profile fields and events 
(engineering) and campaigns and 
workflows (marketing)

● With a detailed roadmap, we executed 
this migration on time and error-free 
despite upstream bugs



Process-first

Cleanup
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● Exporting data and closing down the old platform

● Backend code removal

● Deferred documentation



Beyond the 
migration



Scribd responded to shelter-in-place with a “Read Free” offer on social media.

Mini-case study
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Engagement with these emails correlated to a 300% lift in conversion rate.

Mini-case study
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16 new emails across 5 workflows in 1 month. “We couldn’t have done it before the migration.”

Mini-case study
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Thank You!


